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ABSTRACT
Technology

ICOStart arises from a sound basis represented by a Swiss company that has
always been engaged in crowdfunding
and advising.
The professionalism and efficiency that
distinguish the Swiss way of working,
combined with the initiative and dynamism of a very bright and dynamic team,
make up the heart of the project.
Over the last few years, our team, made
up of econometrists, marketing experts,
computer engineers, graphic designers,
web masters, IT managers, Blockchain
experts and cryptocurrency traders, has
investigated, analysed, studied and specialized in the field of blockchain technology,
becoming familiar with this new world
composed of smart contracts, distributed
ledger cryptocurrencies and ICO.
Relationships with the major players and
experts in the sector have made it possible
to analyse in detail all the issues and opportunities that are taking shape up in this
new financial and technological era.

The strength of our project is to provide
support to those who have understood
that they now have to change their way of
interfacing with the market, and have the
will to be part of this economic and technological transformation.
To meet this need, we created the ICOStart
platform, to provide specific services to
start-ups or established companies, which
want to create their own ICO (Initial Coin
Offering) simply, safely and professionally.
Specific services such as Know your
Customer, the Audit of the projects
supported by our Artificial Intelligence
system, the smart contract configurator
to make your unique ICO, Legal template,
Master Nodes management, everything
you could wish for a successful ICO configured on a single platform.
The ICOStart platform will be based on
a closed economy that passes through a
utility token that we will create to make the
use of our services fast and traceable.

ABSTRACT • technology
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ICO REVOLUTION
It was in 2014 when the founder of Ethereum, Vitalik Buterin, presented his project
to the world through the first ICO.
With this initiative, he tried to self-finance,
offered his cryptocurrency in exchange for
bitcoins, and predicted that, if his project
had started, this currency would be revalued offering great benefits to investors.
In around 40 days, Vitalik succeeded in
collecting a sum close to 18 million dollars,
which today has seen its price increase
more than 3000 times. With these funds, he
built Ethereum in a few months, and today
it is the leader in the blockchain market for
the creation of new ERC-20 tokens.
With this new method of raising funds, a
company sells tokens in advance that will
be used in the future within the service
that will be launched; if investors believe in
the project of an emerging start-up, they
buy tokens issued in the hope that the
company takes off and the same token

grows in value over time.
To date, this sector does not have clear
rules, the controls are still infrequent and
there is still freedom for professional and
motivated companies to operate. In the
coming months, the legislations of various
states will be refined to regulate the ICO’s
in a structured and coherent way.
The launch of an ICO represents a unique
and unrepeatable opportunity for new
start-uppers and an increasing number of
companies, especially in the fintech and IT
sector, which want to take this opportunity
to enter this new market through the main
gate.
Our company is firmly convinced that in
2018, investments in ICO will increase
exponentially. The graph below shows the
evolution of the ICO market up to 2017 and
is already very indicative of the path that
the new start-ups are undertaking.
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ICO REVOLUTION
Swiss Crowd SA, specializing in crowdfunding since 2013, has understood that, in
difficult times, the real fundraising market
would have taken off with the ICO’s; after
almost two and a half years of research and
development, the ICOStart project was
implemented.
Switzerland will be the new Silicon Valley
for the growth of these new technologies,
encouraged by the following factors:
• Extremely favourable legislation
• The Government’s desire to incentivise
and promote the new Alternative Coin
(crypto) and ICO economy
• Some cantons allow taxes to be paid in
cryptocurrencies
• The commitment and availability of Swiss

government agencies is a great incentive
for those who want to do business, offering
clear rules, both in the areas of legislation
and tax
• International public opinion recognises
Switzerland as a centre of excellence for
the development of Blockchain companies
• The R&D departments of several multinational companies consider this country
to be one of the best places in the world for
growth, technological development and
the protection intellectual property (IP)
The graph below shows the large numbers
in the Crypto market from such a small
country like Switzerland.

TOTAL COUNTRIES FOR ICOs TOTAL FUNDS RAISED IN ICOs SINCE 2014 BY COUNTRY
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MARKET

Today, the market linked to the support
of business initiatives in the ICO sector is
extremely limited.
Initial Coin Offerings (ICO’s) were the
biggest financial innovation in 2017, and
contributed significantly to the increase in
cryptocurrency transactions; this led to an
exceptional increase in the listings of the
main cryptocurrencies.
The amount of innovative companies that
managed to finance themselves with this
tool is significant, with about 4 billion
dollars raised in 2017 alone.
In 2018, a huge number of new companies
are willing to seek funding through this
new form of crowdfunding. The market
is in a period of high confidence and very
high liquidity, and this allows the best
projects on the market to raise several
million dollars.
The market in 2017 has led many start-ups
to set very high hard caps for fundraising,
which are several times higher than the
amounts needed to develop the services
provided by the whitepaper. The huge
increase of the cryptocurrencies market
value in the last months of the year then
led to an overestimation of the projects
offered, with very high market prices that
often distorted the values in the sector,
in some cases even making it difficult to

manage the immense amount of money
collected.
In these first months of 2018, we are witnessing a rationalisation of the market, which
tends to reward more realistic projects, with
more modest fundraising figures, which
are largely funded by a few large investors,
leaving only a small percentage of the
tokens to the Public Token Sale phase.
The cryptocurrency/ICO sector is only
regulated in a few countries in the world,
including Switzerland; this is why there are
numerous advantages in creating ICO’s in
Switzerland, including the certainty of the
fiscal and bureaucratic obligations, a highly
developed services market, know-how
available in the territory.
Other countries, such as China,USA or
South Korea have instead publicly declared
that they want to block or restrict the
freedom to act of companies or investors
operating in the ICO’s sector.
Growth in this sector will be very dependent, not only on the ability of the individual
innovative start-ups, but also on government legislation and the new regulations
that will soon come into play. The competence of the advising teams, which can
offer ad hoc services for this new market, is
also a key factor.

MARKET
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MARKET

Competitors

The table shows the big difference that
exists between ICOStart and its competitors; our vision is to offer an excellent
service for a select few, as opposed to focusing on large volumes with small margins,
to the detriment of the quality of service.
Unlike our competitors who have tried

to raise huge amounts of immediately,
ICOStart is certain to be able to grow in
a few months, bringing capital into the
company, and reinvesting part of the
profits generated by the sale of services
related to the creation of ICO’s.

Platform

Location

Hard Cap

Cost Fee and %

Coinstarter

British Virgin
Island

154.622.000 USD

0,11 ETH + 5% ICO
+ 5% Token

KickICO

Russia

100.000.000 USD

4% ICO ETH
+ 4% Token

Icobox

Cayman Islands

39.330.000 USD

20 BTC
+ 3% Token

Coinlist

San Francisco Ca

25.000.000 USD

Variable (not clear)
+ 7% Token

ICOSTART

Switzerland

1.000.000 USD

2% of Token
+ 6-8 ETH* **

* The Values Expressed use the exchange rate of 1 ETH as of 01 February 2017
** The service offered is a complete service, comparable with the other competitors

MARKET • competitors
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PROBLEM AND SOLUTION

Companies that want to create an ICO
often find this new world, whose contours
still seem very complex, to be disorientating.
To approach this system, you need to have
different skills: marketing, technology,
business organisation, legal and financial
skills.
Thinking up a good project is not enough
to achieve the goal, assessing the soundness of the project and the fact that it is
supportable by a blockchain is essential.
Tax compliance is an increasingly pressing
and evolving issue, so experts in this field
are needed.
Even though, in the eyes of many, fundraising in cryptocurrencies do not seem to
have to comply with any rules, in reality
there are many aspects that are already
strictly regulated; the management of

customer identification must meet with
strict standards, financial management
following the fundraising presents many
critical issues, adherence of the operation
of the smart contract to the guidelines
established in the Whitepaper is analysed
carefully by the regulator.
Different countries have different rules on
how to manage ICO’s and cryptocurrencies, the friendliest country is Switzerland,
which encourages and facilitates companies to invest, and it is precisely in Swiss
territory that we set up our company.
The costs are often prohibitive and management difficulties are very important, if
you do not have the appropriate support, in
this sector it is increasingly risky to rely on
makeshift operators with the sole purpose
of obtaining easy money, but with very
little skill.

PROBLEM AND SOLUTION
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PROBLEM AND SOLUTION
In this diagram you can find ICOStart’s answers to the problems listed above:

Problem

Solution

High costs of entry into the ICO and
cryptocurrency market.

The prices of the services on the
ICOStart platform are some of the
lowest on the market. You can access
this market with minimal investment,
choosing a high-quality service that is
always up to date with the latest news
in the ICO world.

Regulatory complexity and regulations
are not always clear.
In many countries there are conflicting
rules.

Our support is 360 degrees and offers
all the necessary advice, providing years
of expertise on a Swiss market that is
the best at the moment.
We work to respect compliance to
support the company that asks us.

The technological management of
smart contracts and fundraising, in a
secure way, free from cyber-attacks, is
very complex and expensive.

The ICOStart Smart Contract Wizard
makes the most delicate phase of each
ICO simple and safe, developing and
sending the smart contract to the
Ethereum network.

Finding motivated investors without
the right contacts is often very
complicated.

ICOStart manages groups of investors
that can finance good projects. A dense
network of advisors will bring your
project to the right channels,
generating contacts and connections.

Becoming part of the Crypto/ICO
community is no mean feat, and new
players who want to enter this market
often find many difficulties, due to not
having the right contacts that can
bring them in.

ICOStart has been working in this
market for a long time, and boasts
contacts with the best influencers in
the ICO market; with our Bounty
packages, you can access this world
without fear, guided step-by-step by
our crypto/marketing experts.

It is neither easy, nor cheap to list your
token on exchanges.

ICOStart will support the token listing
process, activating the right contact
channels and advising on the best
choices for your project.

PROBLEM AND SOLUTION
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PROBLEM AND SOLUTION
Why Blockchain

We have decided to integrate our token
into our platform for many reasons.
The main reason that lead us to this choice
is to create its own economy, allowing users
of the service to acquire our services, according to our rules. The speed of the transactions will allow negligible waiting times,
by limiting the number of coins in circulation, we will be able to only grant access to
the tokens to a small circle of customers, in
order to offer a high-quality service.
Our automated service to create and
manage the master nodes will allow our
most demanding customers, who want to

build their own blockchain, to simply and
quickly rent out their master nodes, paying
for the service in ICH tokens.
Using our ICH token, any investor will have
the chance to participate in the token sales
created by our customers, with a discount
on the sale price, but particularly with
an early sale dedicated to the ICH token
holders.
Our roadmap provides for the creation of
a Blockchain owned by ICOStart; this will
ensure that we have even greater control
over all sales processes, improving the
quality of assistance to our customers.

PROBLEM AND SOLUTION • why blockchain
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ICO START • THE PLATFORM

AI Powered ICO Audit

KYC & AML as a service

Smart contracts Wizard

Document Flow
Legal - Compliance

Bounty, referral
and advising

Mining & Masternode

Our platform is designed to allow users
to access the portal, register and propose
ICO’s, by presenting the whitepaper and

filling out some fields with the information needed to assess the idea and the
structure.

ICO START • THE PLATFORM
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ICO START • THE PLATFORM
AI Powered ICO Audit

The platform, using artificial intelligence
mechanisms, namely machine learning,
will be able to understand the content and
analyse it; based on market trends, our artificial intelligence will evaluate all aspects
of the analysed ICO and propose realtime solutions. ICOStart will compare your
proposal with already existing projects and
will indicate any correlations and points of
competitive advantage and disadvantage
through the “AIStart” algorithm.
Predictive algorithms will be contained

within our platform, driven by a machine
learning engine, to support the best ideas
and to better convey the business idea.
Statistical learning supported by data
mining on a large database, will allow us to
propose the winning strategy for the best
outcome of the project.
The system is fully automated, if the
customer needs it, a team of specialists will
be at their disposal to provide specific and
tailor-made support.

ICO START • THE PLATFORM • AI powered ico audit
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ICO START • THE PLATFORM
KYC & AML as a service

In line with recent regulations, if significant
figures are raised, companies are required
to disclose the identification of the donors.
The Know Your Customer process, associated with anti-money laundering checks
(KYC/AML) is usually designed for customers of banking or investment institutions,
with high costs and long verification times.
ICOStart has created a service that allows
you to verify the identity of the customer,
in accordance with current regulations,
with reduced expense and time-frames,
compatible with the hectic crypto/ICO
market.
KYCStart, through simple integration into
your web platform, will allow you to effi-

ciently manage the flow of identity documents and utility bills.
The two service methods that will be
offered provide for two levels of service:
• KYCStart Basic, an interface for fundraising and cataloguing documents, verifying
the authenticity of the document. The data
obtained in this way can then be processed
internally for further verifications
• KYCStart Gold, which will also include
as part of the base service a check of the
presence in the international databases
of the names collected. The checks will be
performed to automatically exclude donors
with risk profiles that are not compatible
with the laws in force.

ICO START • THE PLATFORM • KYC & AML as a service
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ICO START • THE PLATFORM
Smart Contracts Wizard

ICOStart has created an application which,
through a simple web interface, creates
Smart Contracts for ICO's/Pre ICO's/Reservation contracts. Every need is managed
by a convenient wizard, allowing flexibility
and adaptation to customer needs.
Through the ICOStart platform, you will be
able to select the most suitable fundraising methods for your project, obtaining a
package of smart contracts suited to your
needs, and allowing innovative fundraising
campaigns based on innovative marketing, that always keeps up with the times.
ICOStart Smart Contracts Wizard will allow
you to select other tokens as a means of

payment for ICO’s, in addition to Ether,
which is usually used. This is to allow investors to more easily participate in ICO’s,
without needing continuous access to
exchanges.
The continuous analysis of the ICO market
will allow the ICOStart platform to always
offer current, up-to-date and innovative
products. The integration with the bounty
and referral package then will make the
donor user experience even more unique.
In addition to the token sales templates,
ICOStart is available to develop customized
offers for the development of advanced
blockchain services.

ICO START • THE PLATFORM • smart contracts wizard
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ICO START • THE PLATFORM
Document Flow - Legal - Compliance

The legal compliance of an ICO is one of
the most pressing and difficult topics to
deal with. Our team offers templates and
specific legal support, making use of
leading consultants in the crypto sector,
and dealing with the matter with the
utmost professionalism and competence.
ICOStart has developed a very useful document flow management system, allowing
our customers to interface quickly with all
the players involved when creating an ICO.
The platform will provide documentation
and contacts, and will direct the various
different documents correctly, without the
need for additional interventions.
The legal service will be offered on three
levels:

• ICOLegal: legal templates and support
for the development of your ICO, with the
creation of Utility Tokens
• ICOEquity: legal templates and specific
support for the creation of Equity Tokens;
given the almost complete lack of regulation in that regard, ICOStart will follow the
client in a personalized way, deciding the
best strategies to follow, in synergy with
the company.
• ICOFull: for special requests, ICOStart
offers a personalized advising service,
which can cover new market scenarios
dynamically.
To cover all administrative and legal
needs, ICOStart also provides personalized
support in the formation of the company.

ICO START • THE PLATFORM • document flow - legal - compliance
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ICO START • THE PLATFORM
Bounty, referral and advising

The ICOStart platform will sell complete
packages for the management of your
referral and bounty program.
With our services, you can access a network
of cryptocurrency enthusiasts, active
across the globe and with great influence
on Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin and BitcoinTalk. We also offer a complete Telegram
chat management service and real-time
assistance.
With ICOStart you can start off on the right
foot, avoiding long and expensive marketing campaigns.
Modular packages will be available for
your marketing campaigns, to allow you to
choose the right channels according to the
subjects covered by your ICO, and to the
fundraising target.
One package will integrate the management of bounty and referrals; a second one
will allow the external management of the

marketing campaign on social networks.
Last but not least, the management of
Telegram chats, a channel that will allow
you to maintain close relationships with
the subscribers, and provide immediate
assistance.
There will also be an advisory package available, which will allow you to make contact
with selected influencers of the crypto
world, and investors interested in bringing value, both in economic terms and
in terms of the image, to your fundraising
campaign.
Depending on the budget that you decide
you can pay a portion of the pre-established tokens to those who, through referrals, have brought in visibility and investors.
By doing so, you will greatly encourage
people who, for pleasure or for work, are
responsible for providing this service to the
ICO start-uppers autonomously.

ICO START • THE PLATFORM • bounty, referral and advising
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ICO START • THE PLATFORM
Mining & Masternode

ICOStart will offer an integrated service to
manage your new blockchains, with two
innovative services available to customers
of the platform: Mining and Masternode as
a Service.
By accessing the platform, you can select
the service you are interested in, and
purchase one of our offers related to these
important matters.
Mining: we will offer support in the installation and configuration, locally or remotely,
of your mining equipment, which will be

used for the validation of transactions on
your blockchain.
Masternode as a Service: an additional
service provided and purchased on the
ICOStart platform will be the support for
the creation and management of the
Masternode, another important node for
the new blockchains. This service can also
be purchased for local installation in your
data centres, or it can be entrusted to the
management in our mining farm, based in
Switzerland.

ICO START • THE PLATFORM • mining & masternode
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ICO START • THE PLATFORM
Pricing model

ICOSTART will present a new pricing model
to manage the diversification of services in
such a complex scenario as ICO’s and Cryptocurrency.
Technology start-ups have become accustomed to the dynamic “pay-as-you-go”
model, popularized by cloud platform
companies, such as Amazon Web Services,
while corporate buyers prefer subscription
models, popularized by SaaS companies
like Microsoft. As our client base is diverse,
we have combined the best aspects of
both models, so that companies can start
building with the Box Pricing Model, regardless of the size of the project or company.
The new pricing model for our platform is:
• Scalable: You only pay for the bundles of
resources your ICO needs each month for

testing and starting the project without
highest entry cost.
• Customizable: If you need additional
resources, such as additional features,
you can also mix-and-match individual
features without having the full package in
a unique bundle.
• Predictable: You estimate consumption
and license on a forward-looking basis, with
options for short- and long-term contracts.
Resource consumption is normalized over
the duration of your contract to account for
periods of increased or decreased usage.
If you exceed your resource entitlements,
you will not be penalized and will simply
true-up at your current usage in the next
contract term.

ICO START • THE PLATFORM • pricing model
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WE ARE CONFIDENT, NOT GREEDY

The fundraising we are doing will have
a Hard Cap of $ 1,000,000 USD, which for
an ICO is a seemingly low figure, but it
is certainly sufficient to start the sales
platform and create the structure.
Our competitors ask for very significant
percentages from companies that will rely
on their services, but we prefer to rely on
the value that we will produce.
We are confident in our skills and, given the
real market potential, we are also confident

that business growth will be so fast that we
do not have to pass these costs on to our
financiers or our customers with high fees.
The professionalism that sets us apart has
made us carefully evaluate the costs, to
allow us to structure ourselves adequately
and face this market and to provide our
financiers with a product of the highest
quality, which will have enormous room for
growth.

WE ARE CONFIDENT, NOT GREEDY
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BUSINESS MODEL
LEAN CANVAS

PROBLEM
• Access to the
market requires a
high level of
technological
experience
• Activating all
phases on
different solution
partners involves
high costs
• The entrepreneur
has difficulty
finding technology
and human
resources for the
implementation of
ICO projects.

SOLUTION
• Smart and quick
solution about
the creation of
your ICO
• Easy marketing
services for create
bounty campaign
• Wizard tool for
create smart
Contract and
deploy it without
coding.

UNIQUE VALUE
UNFAIR
PROPOSITION ADVANTAGE
• A unique web
platform is the
engine that
collects the
different phases
of ICO projects,
simplifying access
to the initial
coin-offering
market.

KEY METRICS
Our KPI Indicators will be:
• Nr. of ICO projects started / monthly
• Nr. of users registered on the
platform / monthly
• Nr. of registered investors / quarterly
• Costs to deploy service / quarterly
• Avg. revenue for services / monthly

COST STRUCTURE
• 26% Investment for the development of the platform
• 38% Staff remuneration
• 3% Trademarks and patents
• 9% General costs of the company
• 14% Marketing and promotion
• 8% Consulting services
• 2% Other expenses

• We are located in
Switzerland where
the competitive
advantage is
international in
terms of
regulations and
trust.

CUSTOMERS
SEGMENTS
• Innovators
• Entrepreneurs
• Startupper

• We have already
collaborated on
various fundraising
projects over the
last 10 years.
• The people of our
team are in the
primary world
associations as
blockchian & ICO
experts.

CHANNELS
• Crypto Community forum (BitCoinTalk)
• Social media (Linkedin & Facebook)
• Blog, Website & Events (Medium,ICO
Listing, MeetUP, etc)

REVENUE STREAMS
• Our revenue model plans to start with token collection
and create the ecosystem on which to sell our services.
• The main proceeds will come in the following years as
a sale of the services of the platform so that the cycle
can continue beyond the first three years.
• Each service offered on our platform will have its
economic value and will be sold in Software as a
services.

BUSINESS MODEL
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BUSINESS MODEL
ICOStart's business model is based on different services that can generate revenue:
• ICO Audit, using a sophisticated artificial intelligence system, assesses the soundness of an Initial Coin Offering project,
on the basis of objective parameters. A
detailed questionnaire, to be completed
during the access to service phase, is
analysed in depth using a large database of
market cases; this allows a detailed analysis
of all the aspects involved, and returns a
clear answer, quickly highlighting critical
problems and strengths
• The sale of KYC as a service, which allows
promoters of new ICO's to manage the
thorny Know Your Customer problem, identification of the purchaser. Our KYC service
is one of the very few on the market that is
designed and built for the Crypto-currencies and ICO market
• Legal advice; the platform provides
specific legal advice service for the ICO
sector.
There are three levels of service, from the
simple Basic package, which includes
everything you need to create an ICO based
on Utility Tokens, a Deluxe package that
includes tutorials and templates to develop
blockchain-related services. Finally, the Full
service, which includes complete advising
for your equity crowdfunding. The team
will promptly adapt the product offer to the
market demands and regulatory changes.
• Automated services and specific consultancy for the creation of smart contracts.
The ICO Start web platform will allow
you to easily access technology supports
to successfully manage your token sale
(smart contract for pre-ICO's and ICO's,
reservation contract, bounty and referral
program). We will follow the market care-

fully, offering products in step with the
times that are suitable for every need.
• Thanks to our team of mining and proofof-stake experts, we can offer a service
dedicated to those start-ups that decide
to install their service in a new blockchain.
A special part of our shop will allow you to
buy products such as Master Nodes, advising for the creation of new blockchains,
wallets.
All services within the ICOStart ecosystem
will be paid with ICH tokens; ICOStart will
issue this token in the ICO phase, and will
distribute it according to the distribution
model that you can find in the Token Sale
Details chapter. The ICH token can be used
by both the public to participate in the
token sales promoted by ICOStart, and by
start-ups that want to take advantage of
our services.
The ICH token provides a token burn
mechanism whenever there is a sale of our
services, so as to ensure the market that
the tokens in circulation remain in limited
numbers; token burn is one of the reasons
that will lead an increase of the ICH value.
Swiss Crowd SA, with headquarters in
Lugano (CH) Paradiso, will also offer a
complete package for companies that
want to easily enter the ICO world, and
need A-to-Z advice on launching their ICO
in Switzerland, the country with the best
expectations in the cryptocurrency field;
in this case, payment can be made in ICH
tokens for the part related to the products
sold by the platform. Holders of ICH tokens
will have a discount on services, compared
to paying with other crypto or fiat currencies.

BUSINESS MODEL
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ROCKETMAP
Q2 2019
• ICOStart Blockchain
Testnet Deploy
Jan 2019
• Service Launch
• KYC as a service
Oct 2018
• Service Launch
• Bounty and
advisoring
Aug 2018
• Service Launch
• ICOStart
Priority
Jun 2018
• Bounty and
Referral Token
distribution
Apr 2018
• ICH Token Issue
Mar 2018
• Early Investors
Subscription

Q3 2019
• ICOStart Blockchain
Deploy
Q1 2019
• Service Launch
• Mining and MaaS service
Nov 2018
• Service Launch
• Smart contract
Sep 2018
• Service Launch
• Legal
Aug 2018
• Service Launch
• Audit
May 2nd - May 12th
• ICO
Mar 2018
• ICOStart Bounty
program start

ROCKETMAP
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ICH TOKEN DETAILS
How ICH Token works

ICH Token was designed to be the trade
value for the purchase and sale of services
offered by Swiss Crowd SA solely within the
ICOStart platform. ICH is a token compatible with the ERC20 standard.
Use of the ICH token varies greatly, as it
allows the purchase of many different
ICOStart-related services. Using the ICH
token, it will be possible to have all the
necessary tools to verify the feasibility of an
ICO, to create the technological, legal and
financial part of the ICO, even to manage
your own Blockchain service through
mining and master node as a service.
All services offered will be transparently
traded on the ICOStart website, integrating
the payment system through ICH Tokens.
Start-ups that want to use our services
must have ICH tokens of the value established for the purchase of the service.
Of all tokens that the company will receive
as payments for the sale of services, 3%
will be “burnt/blocked” every 3 months.
With this procedure, Swiss Crowd SA will
send the established sum (Burn token)

to an Ethereum address without private
keys, effectively 3% of tokens received as
payment for its services removing from
the market. This will result in a scarcity in
the market, and therefore a consequent
increase in the ICH token value.
This token burn will take place according
to the regulations in force. Swiss Crowd SA
reserves the right to interrupt or modify the
token burn procedure at any time in the
event of technical or legal impediments.
ICH token holders will enjoy a real privilege;
if you hold 10,000 ICH tokens in your wallet,
you will be able to access ICOStart Priority,
an exclusive service created to keep users
up to date about the latest news in the
ICO and Crypto world. Within this service,
ICOStart will connect the creators of new
interesting projects in the blockchain field,
with selected investors who will enjoy the
benefits of participation in ICOStart Priority. Among the services for the subscribers
of ICOStart Priority there will be: participation in events promoted by new ICO's,
subscription of Private Token Sales, ICO
advising, etc...

ICH TOKEN DETAILS • how ICH token works
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ICH TOKEN DETAILS
Token Flow

3% Token Burn

ICOStart Services
Token Hodler

Big Company
Granted Access to
ICOStart Priority
privileged access to pre sale
early investors groups

Small Company
Startupper

The ICH token is sold in the ICO stage by
Swiss Crowd SA for the ICOStart service,
the tokens will be purchased and put into

circulation by the token holders that will
create the economy of our platform on the
utility token (ICH).
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ICH TOKEN DETAILS
Token value

Our team, following an econometric simulation, has predicted a very important
growth of the token in a few months since
the time of issuing.
ICH Token value can boost in a few months
for the following reasons:
• ICO market growth will produce a rising

demand for ICOStart services
• The shortage of the token supply will
generate a value increase of ICH whenever
ICOStart services will be sold to market
• Token burn will keep reducing the circulating supply

SIMULATION BY USING R SOFTWARE

icostart.ch/ichtoken
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TOKEN SALE DETAILS
When

Token sales will take place on these dates:

Dates
Mar 2018
15 Mar 2018
Apr 2018
2 - 12 May 2018

Events
Early Investors Subscription & RC
(reservation contract)
ICOStart Bounty program start
Token Issue
ICO

How
• Mandatory registration to the site
• Whitelisting/Kyc
• By subscribing to the ICOStart telegram
chat, you can participate in the Flash Sale
with exceptional discounts.
• ICOStart will experiment its innovative
token sale through fundraising, which will
allow our future customers to fully exploit
the potential of the smart contracts, creating, together with marketing, a perfect
mix for the full success of the ICO's.
• The Token sale will take place directly
from the icostart.ch site, from which it
will be possible to manage the entire
ETH payment phase on the platform; ICH
tokens will be received instantly in their
wallet. All tokens sold in the ICO phase will

be blocked until the last day of the token
sale, May 12, 2018.
• From icostart.ch, it will be possible to
view a video explaining the simple steps to
join the ICO and pay your contribution by
receiving the tokens.
• There will also be a referral campaign,
with which each user will have a code of
presentation available; through the referral
code it will be possible to invite other
subscribers to ICO.
One month after the token sale ends, all
users will receive an ICH token airdrop
with a value proportional to the number of
invited subscribers through their own code,
and based on the amount that the invited
users will have paid in the ICO phase.

TOKEN SALE DETAILS • when/how
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TOKEN SALE DETAILS
Where

Country Name
European Union

Status
Allowed/Subject to future regulations

Canada

Allowed

China

Banned

Estonia

Allowed

Germany

Allowed

Israel

Allowed, but subject to future regulations

Japan

Allowed, but subject to future regulations

Russia

Allowed, but unregulated/subject to future regulations

Singapore
Switzerland
United Kingdom

Allowed, but subject to future regulations
Allowed whit regulations
Allowed, but subject to future regulations

United States

Allowed, but heavily regulated

Gibraltar (UK)

Allowed, but subject to future regulations

Isle of Man (UK)

Allowed, but subject to future regulations

South Korea

Banned

Thailand

Allowed, but subject to future regulations

Hong Kong (China)

Allowed, but subject to future regulations

Philippines

Allowed, but subject to future regulations

Australia

Allowed/Regulated

The following table shows the countries that have the chance to access the ICO's, we will put
restrictions on South Korea, China and USA, allowing access to residents in all other states
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TOKEN SALE DETAILS
Token Sale numbers

ICOStart has decided to use the Ethereum
platform to issue its own token, which will
be used for the operation of the services for
sale.
Swiss Crowd SA has decided to sell 25% of
the available tokens to the market during
the Token Sale phase.
The remaining tokens will be used to pay the
work team for the creation of the ICOStart.
ch portal, the advisors, holding 10% of the
company reserve; 7% of the tokens will be
distributed among those participating in
the bounty and referral program.
The token value in the ICH/ETH exchange
rate will be established by setting the ETH/
USD value at the Bitstamp exchange rate
24 hours before the start of the ICO.

Distribution

• Token name: ICH
• Number of tokens issued: 60 M
• Tokens sold to the market: 25%
• Tokens reserved for the company, team,
founders, development: 75%
• The price of the token will be linked to
that of the dollar at the time of the Token
Sale: 1 ICH = 0.07 USD
• During the ICO phase, it will be possible to
access the Special Contracts with methods
and discounts illustrated on the ICOStart.
ch website
• Tokens not sold in the ICO phase will be
• Burnt for 50% of the amount
• Posted in the Reserve share for the
remaining 50%

Lock Time

Token N°

Team

12M

Advisor & Partner

3M

Founders

1, 3, 6, 12 months

6M

Company Shareholders

6, 12 months

9.6M

Reserve

6M

Bounty & Rewards

1 month

4.2M

Early Investitors

3, 6, 12 months

4.2M

ICO

15M

TOKEN SALE DETAILS • token sale numbers
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TOKEN SALE DETAILS
Token Sale numbers

Team | 40%

ALLOCATION

20% | Marketing

5% | Web

Platform
development | 25%

Bounty & Rewards | 7%

10% | General Operation
and Legal

DISTRIBUTION

20% | Team

Reserve | 10%
Company
Shareholders | 16%

5% | Advisor &
Partner
10% | Founders

Early Investors | 7%
25% | ICO

TOKEN SALE DETAILS • token sale numbers
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TEAM

Nicola Maganetti
COFounder & Research
& Development (R&D)
Director

Gianluca Rotondaro
COFounder & Chief
Technology Officer
(CTO)

Andrea Croci
COFounder & Social
Community Manager

Alberto Salpietro
Owner & CEO

Julija Kačkina
Data Scientist

Adib Mouchanan
Business Advisor

Inga Akulauskaite
Marketing Manager

Tommaso Cornelli
Sales &
Marketing Director

Simone Rotondaro
UI/UX Designer &
Brand Lead

TEAM
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OUR PARTNERS

OUR PARTNERS
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LEGAL AND TOKEN SALE

During the Token Sale phases, 60M ERC20
ICH tokens will be created on the Ethereum network; these tokens are sold to the
public in exchange for cryptocurrencies,
mainly Ether (ETH), but Swisscrows SA also
reserves the right to accept BTC, DASH, LTC
and other currencies. Swiss Crowd SA does
not accept FIAT currency donations (EUR,
CHF, USD ...) in exchange for ICH Tokens.
ICH token DO NOT have Security/Equity
token status, do not guarantee dividends
to investors; may only be used within the
ICOStart platform for use of the services
provided, or in exchange for professional advice provided by the company
Swiss Crowd SA. ICH tokens holders are
not entitled to attend the shareholders'
meetings of Swiss Crowd SA.
Tokens purchased during the Token sale
phases will, in no case, be reimbursed by
Swiss Crowd SA, will not be tied to a fixed
value in the exchange rate with other
currencies or cryptocurrencies; the ICH
token was not created for speculation on
foreign exchange markets or as a means
of investment, but only for exclusive use
within the ICO Start platform.
In the ICOStart platform, all services can
only be delivered in exchange for ICH

tokens, so buyers of the ICH tokens are
aware that the only future use of the
currency will be in the ICOStart ecosystem.
By participating in ICOStart's Token Sale,
or by purchasing ICH tokens elsewhere,
the buyer declares that they have carefully
read this Whitepaper, any other document
issued by Swiss Crowd SA (and available
on our website icostart.ch) related to the
risks and benefits associated with the ICH
tokens.
Anyone who participates in the ICOStart
token sale declares they have solid experience in the field of cryptocurrencies and
blockchain-related services; declares that
they understand all the risks associated
with the token sale, including those relating to the sending, raising and management of cryptocurrencies and ERC20
tokens. They also declare that they understand Ethereum technology, and the risks
associated with the loss or theft of private
keys and hardware wallets.
Swiss Crowd SA cannot be held responsible for the loss or theft of ICH tokens,
since it does not have direct control of
tokens, which will be issued on the Ethereum blockchain network.

LEGAL AND TOKEN SALE
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LEGAL AND TOKEN SALE
Disclaimer

This Whitepaper cannot be considered
as an invitation or investment promotion.
It cannot be considered or connected to
any offer of shares or listings in any world
jurisdiction. Furthermore, any information provided in this Whitepaper cannot
be considered useful for taking decisions
regarding investments or speculation.
Through the Swiss Crowd SA ICH token,
NO sell shares in the company are sole, as
the ICH token is nothing more than a utility
token that can only be used for payment of
services within the ICOStart platform, and
therefore does not constitute any form of
investment.
If the ICH token were traded on a Utility
Tokens trading platform, with or without
the consent of Swiss Crowd SA, the nature
of the token would not be changed, but
would remain a utility token the sole
purpose of which is to be used as a means
of payment within the ICOStart platform.
Swiss Crowd SA does not provide any
form of guarantee on the accuracy and
completeness of this Whitepaper and the
Roadmap. Given the extreme lack of laws
that clearly regulate the use and possession of token utilities in the various countries of the world, Swiss Crowd SA recommends making the necessary checks
before purchasing ICH tokens.
Swiss Crowd SA is not a financial intermediary under Swiss law, and therefore does
not require authorization in the matter of
AML Anti Money Laundering. If Swiss Crowd
SA were required to qualify as a financial
intermediary, the token sale could provide
for a KYC/AML procedure to be carried out
prior to the purchase of ICH tokens.

The possession of ICH tokens does not
guarantee participation in the decisions
and assets of Swiss Crowd SA.
Given that the Swiss government and regulator are carefully investigating all the new
business proposals that have appeared
over the last year in the cryptocurrency/ICO
sector, Swiss Crowd SA reserves the right to
modify the project roadmap, even by partly
departing from the forecasts set out in this
whitepaper, if the Swiss authorities require
us to do so. Furthermore, Swiss Crowd SA
declines all responsibility in the event that
the decisions made in variation of these
agreements should totally or partially
change the aims and intrinsic value of the
ICH token.
Swiss Crowd SA will do everything in its
power to develop the ICOStart project
and platform. Swiss Crowd SA makes no
guarantees that the service can be released.
The token generation event and ICH Token
Sale will take place using the Ethereum
platform, on which Swiss Crowd SA has no
power of control; we will use the best knowledge in the sector to ensure that everything
is done in a linear and correct fashion, but
we cannot ensure that problems can occur
during the process, not dependent on the
will of Swiss Crowd SA.
Given that the ICH token uses the Ethereum protocol, purchasers declare that
they possess the knowledge needed for its
management; in any case, Swiss Crowd SA
declines all responsibility for malfunctions,
whether total or partial losses of the ICH
tokens and the Ether tokens sent during
the token sale.

LEGAL AND TOKEN SALE • disclaimer
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LEGAL AND TOKEN SALE
Guarantees

GU

ARANTEE

GUARANTEE
GU

By participating in the token sale, you
confirm that you have read and fully
understood this whitepaper and the risks
associated with this sale. You confirm that,
according to the laws of your country of
residence, you are entitled to purchase ICH
tokens.
The ICH tokens can only be purchased by
people who have reached the age of majority in their country of residence.
Furthermore, confirm that you are not a
citizen of the United States, China, South
Korea or you are not buying ICH tokens
in the name of a person residing in these
countries.

ARANTEE

By purchasing ICH tokens, you confirm
that you do not want to use these tokens in
illicit activities, such as money laundering,
and that you will not use this token to fund
terrorist activities. The sole purpose of the
ICH token is to be used within the ICOStart
platform for the purchase of services; it is
not possible to use ICH tokens for speculative and investment purposes. If ICO
fundraising did not reach at least 70% of
the cap provided for, the project will be
duly downsized
The ICH token cannot be considered a loan
to Swiss Crowd SA.

LEGAL AND TOKEN SALE • guarantees
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LEGAL AND TOKEN SALE
Governing Law

The purchaser of ICH tokens acknowledges
and accepts that Swiss Crowd SA operates
within the jurisdiction of Switzerland, and
that all token sale transactions take place
within Switzerland, a country that does
not currently have a set of specific laws for
regulatory purposes of the cryptocurrency/
ICO phenomenon. The parties agree that,
in the event of a dispute, they will seek an
out-of-court settlement before bringing an
action.
All disputes arising with the with papers
provided, shall be resolved by arbitration in
accordance with the Swiss Rules of International Arbitration of the Swiss Chambers
of Commerce in force on the date when the
Notice of Arbitration is submitted in accordance with these Rules. The arbitration
panel shall consist of one arbitrator only.
The seat of the arbitration shall be Lugano,
Switzerland. The arbitral proceedings shall
be conducted in Italian.
ICH Token will not be listed on any regu-

lated stock exchange, such as SIX Swiss
Exchange.
These Terms have been prepared
without regard to the legal standards for
prospectuses under art. 1156 or art. 652a
of the Swiss Code of Obligations or the
legal standards for facilitated prospectuses
under art. 5 of the Collective Investment
Schemes Act (“CISA”) or art. 27 ff. of the
SIX Listing Rules or the listing rules of any
other stock exchange in Switzerland.
Any of these conditions or the material
offered concerning the ICH token offer
has been written or verified by the Swiss
regulatory authority. In particular, FINMA
has not written or supervised the writing
of this document, and will not supervise
the sale of ICH tokens. Moreover, ICH token
offerings have not been authorized under
the Collective Investment Scheme (CISA)
standards, and the safeguards given to
buyers under the CISA standard will not be
extended to ICH token buyers.

LEGAL AND TOKEN SALE • governing law
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